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German prewar lineages of economic thinking 
have recently received renewed attention from 
research on the history of economics. This in-
??????? ??? ?????????? ??? ???????????? ????? ??? ????
relaunch of Schmollers Jahrbuch in 2008 as 
Journal of contextual economics and the series 
“Contributions to the history of German-spea-
king economics”1. A common denominator of 
these initiatives is the rejection of the reductio-
nist tenet that German prewar economic thou-
ght was “plagued” by nationalism and resistan-
ce to economic theorization. By means of this 
collective volume on the dissemination of the 
GHS in Europe, J. L. Cardoso, M. Psalidopou-
los and the authors of the individual “national” 
chapters make a relevant contribution to this 
effort, as the book fosters international compa-
risons and allows for a better assessment of the 
impact of the GHS outside Germany.
It is possible to divide the twelve national 
????? ???????? ????? ???? ?????? ???????? ???? ?????
of which, corresponding to Austria, France, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy and Sweden, 
I would name “developed receptions”. Ac-
cording to the respective authors, these assi-
milations tended to be more critical and less 
immediately mediated by the intention to over-
come economic backwardness through econo-
mic policy, as the development lag between 
Germany and these countries at the end of the 
19th? ???????????? ???? ?????????? ???????????-
ver, economic policy and ideology did play a 
??????????????????????????????????????????????
among national receptions should not be igno-
????????????????????????????????????????????
of two individuals – T. Inama-Sternegg and 
C. Grünberg – who are characterized, respec-
tively, as an empiricist, close to the socialists 
of the chair, and a “Kathedermarxist”. The 
French reception is marked by a contrast be-
1 See the series “Beiträge zur Geschichte der deutschprachigen Ökonomie” published since 2013 by Metropolis Verlag. 
tween circulation – translations from German 
were abundant – and effective incorporation 
by the local production, which was mostly li-
beral and reluctant to accept the historical me-
thod in economics.  A similar argument applies 
???????????????????????????????????????????????
of W. Treub in 1896, a historicist who became 
part of the Dutch “academic establishment”. 
In Belgium, there was a relatively more cons-
cious reception, particularly by E. de Leve-
leye, portrayed as a “fellow traveler” of the 
Kathedersozialisten. In the Italian case, only 
two economists really defended the GHS – V. 
Cusumano and F. Lampertico – and there was 
???????????????????????????????????????????????
sense that economists partially supporting the 
GHS shared the same view on the role of the 
state in the promotion of economic growth. 
The chapter on Sweden focuses on eight scho-
lars going to Germany to study: only three of 
????? ???????????? ??? ????????? ??????? ?????????
????? ?????????? ??? ???? ??????????? ????????
whereas “the policy message” of the Verein für 
Sozialpolitik???????????????????????
I would put the remaining countries – 
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Russia, Turkey and 
Bulgaria – under the second heading: “catch-
up receptions”. The common feature here is 
the urgency of economic development as an 
issue to be tackled by the state, for the coun-
tries were peripheral compared to emerging 
industrial powers such as Germany. Maybe the 
most fragmentary reception among these took 
place in Portugal, where economists “picked 
up useful bits” from the GHS and received the 
“message of Katheder socialism”, producing a 
“mélange” characterized by the propensity to 
value relativism and eclecticism as a method 
for the study of societies. In Spain, on the other 
hand, there was a more conscious assimilation 
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of Listian protectionism (particularly in Ca-
talonia) in the 19th century; in the early 20th 
century, “German neo-historicism” and Finan-
zwissenschaft? ???????????? ?????????? ????????
economic modernization. In Greece likewise, 
economic research was “invariably tied” to po-
licymaking (money, industrialization, public 
???????? ???? ???? ????????????? ????????????-
ked the shift” from markets to government as 
a strategy towards reforming the country. The 
Turkish initial assimilation, dubbed as “naïve 
Historismus alla Turca??? ???? ??? ???????????
of discontent with liberal economics; German 
??????????????????????????????? ??? ????????-
ver not very close to the HS, built a less naï-
ve channel of transmission during the 1930s. 
This presence of German scholars among local 
academic staff was also noticeable in Bulgaria, 
?????? ???????? ?????????? ????????? ??????-
makers and fostered the production of histori-
cal studies. The effective elaboration of histo-
rical monographies marked the appropriation 
of the GHS in Russia as well, where empiri-
cism and compared economic history thrived 
in academia, while Listian protectionism do-
minated the policymaking agenda.
The book presents a diverse mosaic of 
????????? ??????????????? ?????? ?????????? ?????
to our knowledge about the GHS and about 
other European traditions of economic thou-
ght. However, being a mosaic is also a weak 
point, as the volume lacks coherence in some 
aspects. One that deserves special attention 
is the distinction between the GHS and other 
German lineages of economic thought. Cate-
gories such as “Katheder socialism”, “state so-
cialism”, “neo-historicism”, “policy message 
of the Verein für Sozialpolitik” are all used to 
characterize aspects of the HS and, most im-
portantly, are often employed without a pre-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
chair” because it associates “German econo-
mists” with socialism, a doctrine they did not 
advocate. Indeed, this derogatory category is 
not defensible: liberal thinker H.B. Oppenheim 
created it in 1871 to attack the ethical approach 
to economics in Germany. Nevertheless, most 
of the chapters do employ “socialism of the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????-
fore the impression that German prewar eco-
nomic thought in the 19th century, the GHS and 
the defense of active social policy were more 
or less the same thing, which is not true.
In a word, the volume lacks satisfactory 
??????????????? ????????????????? ???? ?????????
connections – among three objects: German 
prewar economic thought in general, the GHS 
and the group associated to a social-reformist 
????????? ??? ??????? ??????? ?Finanzwissens-
chaft), for which the designation “state socia-
lists” seems more appropriate than “socialists 
???????????????????????????? ???????????????-
led in Turkey and founder of ordoliberalism, 
had contact with the GHS in his academic tra-
ining, but apparently did not contribute to the 
dissemination of historicism, as he was a libe-
ral with Austrian theoretical leanings. The very 
??????????? ?? ??????????????????????????????-
sian conservative and proponent of Finanzwis-
senschaft, albeit a critic of the historical me-
thod. Among historicists, B. Hildebrand and 
?????????????? ????????? ??? ???? ????? ???????????
whereas Schmoller was close to Wagner in his 
defense of the central economic role of the sta-
te. The analysis of the ideas of these authors, 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????-
???? ???? ???????????? ???????????????????????
in the “Concluding remarks” (p. 232), some 
of the assimilations presented have more “the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????
analysis of the diffusion, impact and legacy of 
???? ????? ????????????????????????????????????
chapter on the dissemination of the GHS in the 
British Isles can be seen as a weakness, as it 
seems to implicitly endorse the thesis that the 
GHS and “German prewar economics” in ge-
neral were radically opposed to the economics 
done in Britain. These problems notwithstan-
ding, the history of economics community 
????? ?????????? ??????? ????? ????? ?????????????
volume that results from great collective effort 
and represents an essential contribution to the 
history of the GHS and its European diffusion.
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